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conventional building systems using the predictive
mean vote (PMV) model, in natural ventilation
systems (adaptive comfort model), and in buildings with ceiling or desk fans. Thermal comfort
calculations can be exported into a format that is
ready to support LEED documentation for USGBC
certification.

10°C

Air temperature difference between head and feet
Fig. 4.22 Percentage of people dissatisﬁed as a function of the
vertical air temperature difference between the head (higher
temperature) and ankles (lower temperature). A cold ﬂoor proved
uncomfortable. (Reprinted with permission; ©ASHRAE, 2017
ASHRAE Handbook—Fundamentals.)

from “cool ceilings” (such as radiant cooling
panels in summer) and even less from “warm
walls” (typical of a sunny window in summer or a
passively heated mass wall in winter).
Because warm air is less dense than cold
air, it rises; therefore, in most building spaces,
air temperature is somewhat higher at the
ceiling than at the floor, regardless of the season.
Figure 4.22 shows experimental results of dissatisfaction with a vertical air temperature difference
between the head at 43 in. (1.1 m) and the feet
at 4 in. (0.1 m). (When the head level was cooler
than the floor, much greater temperature differences were tolerated.) Air temperature difference
between head level and ankle level should not
exceed 5.4∘ F (3∘ C).
(d) Evaluating Comfort
Designing comfortable conditions that maintain
the environment within the range specified by
these standards is a complex combination of
assembling mechanical systems, control systems,
and building enclosures. Understanding the physical interactions that occupants might experience
within a space has become easier to calculate
(and visualize) with the Web-based interface
Thermal Comfort Tool for evaluating comfort
according to ASHRAE Standard-55, developed
by the Center for the Built Environment (CBE) at
the University of California, Berkeley (Fig. 4.23).
The tool offers designers evaluation of comfort in

The origins of the Passive House standard began
with passive solar design and superinsulation
techniques during the 1970s in the United States
and Canada. In the 1990s European scientists
refined these concepts and design techniques to
develop the Passive House standard tailored to the
Central European climate zone. Although Passive
House has its origins in energy efficiency, many
of its design and quality-assurance requirements
are squarely focused on the thermal comfort of
building occupants.
The Passive House standard (technically a
guideline) is a stringent, voluntary energy standard resulting in some of the most energy efficient,
comfortable, durable, and resilient buildings in the
world, while simultaneously establishing readiness for a net zero or net positive energy path.
The German Passivhaus Institut (PHI) offers a
quantifiable performance standard well-suited
for the Central European and similar climate
zones. However, the European standard and target
metrics do not work well in most North American
climate zones. The Passive House Institute U.S.
(PHIUS) in cooperation with Building Science
Corporation under a U.S. DOE Building America
grant, developed passive building standards that
account for the broad range of climate conditions, market conditions, and other variables in
North American climate zones, resulting is the
PHIUS+ 2015 Passive Building Standard—North
America. The PHIUS+ 2015 Passive Building
Standard accounts for a full range of variables
including climate zone, source energy, and costs
and includes a web-based clickable map bringing
up target criteria for more than 1,000 locations in
North America. PHIUS+ 2015 certified projects
earn U.S. DOE Zero Energy Ready Home (ZERH)
status and the U.S. EPA Indoor airPLUS label.
PHIUS+2018, recently released, offers tighter
source-energy criteria, space conditioning targets
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Fig. 4.23 CBE Thermal Comfort Tool. Left side shows user input ﬁelds. Top-right section contains the results of the calculations.
Bottom-right section contains a visualization of thermal comfort conditions as a psychrometric chart, temperature-humidity chart, or
the adaptive comfort chart. (Hoyt Tyler, Schiavon Stefano, Piccioli Alberto, 2013, CBE Thermal Comfort Tool for ASHRAE-55. Center for
the Built Environment, University of California Berkeley, http://cbe.berkeley.edu/comforttool/; used with permission.)

that are less granular in terms of climate, and
space conditioning requirements that adjust for
a range of different building sizes and occupant
densities.
The Passive House guidelines seek to improve
occupant comfort while simultaneously minimizing building energy use. It is important to
emphasize the suitability of the Passive House
approach beyond single-family, residential
construction. While most commonly applied
to single-family dwellings, the principles have been
successfully implemented across a range of project
types and building scales.
As both an energy standard and set of design
and construction principles, the Passive House
concept promises superior comfort, can regularly
achieve a 90% baseline energy reduction, and can
typically achieve net-zero source energy with the

integration of a relatively small supplementary
renewable energy system. Certified buildings
are superinsulated and very airtight, such that
they can rely almost exclusively on internal and
solar gains for heating. Per the standard, indoor
air quality must be well maintained, typically
through the use of a heat recovery ventilator
(HRV) or energy recovery ventilator (ERV), which
supplies a constant volume of fresh outdoor air.
The design approach is a well-insulated, airtight
building that is heated by solar gains, people,
equipment, and lighting; heat losses are minimized
by thermal-bridge-free construction.
A number of strategies help to increase
thermal comfort and reduce energy use in passive
buildings. Even though all the guiding principles
must work in concert, the first three principles are
critical in the schematic design phase of a project.
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1. Employs continuous insulation throughout
the envelope without any thermal bridging.
2. Establishes an airtight building envelope,
preventing infiltration of outside air and loss of
conditioned air.
3. Uses high-performance windows (typically
triple-paned) and doors.
4. Uses some form of balanced heat- and
moisture-recovery ventilation and a smallcapacity space conditioning system.
5. Manages solar gains to reduce the energy
required for heating during the heating
season and to minimize overheating during
the cooling season.
The comfort criteria in Passive House building
construction:

•
•
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As the design progresses, thermal bridging and
airtightness can be tested and the design optimized
through use of the WUFI-Passive energy modeling
and planning software.
Among the most notable characteristics of a
passive building is its simultaneous simplicity and
rigor of the building envelope. A passive building
is designed and built in strict response to these five
building-science principles:

•

Grondzik463085 c04.tex

The air velocity in the occupied zone must be
less than 19.7 fpm (0.1 m/s). This criterion
limits both the air permeability of a component
as well as potential draftiness.
Average room temperature compared to the
average wall surface temperature should not
differ by more than 7.56∘ F (4.2∘ C).
Designers must also specify glazing elements
and mechanical systems that meet minimum
passive building performance criteria, and
the project team must verify the building’s
airtightness on-site several times throughout
the construction process—typically immediately after the envelope is finished, again before
the interior walls are put in, and finally upon
completion of the building.
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fact that Standard 90.1 is a consensus document
attempting to satisfy many constituencies, and that
it is not based on scientiﬁc absolutes or idealized
efﬁciencies.

• Windows: If operable windows constitute 25%
of the wall area (or even up to 40%), their
maximum U-factor is 0.35 (SI: 1.98), and the
maximum SHGC is 0.40.

• Floor (assuming wood-framed, over a crawl
space): maximum U-factor: 0.033 (SI: 0.187)

Compare
the
minimum
acceptable
(“code-minimum”) envelope properties outlined
here with the recommended properties given in
Table H.2—which contains excerpts from the 50%
Advanced Energy Design Guide for ofﬁces.

• Opaque doors: maximum U-factor:
(SI: 4.0), assuming swinging doors

0.70

Doors are a substantial weak link in the
thermal envelope resistance but are usually a small
percentage of the overall wall area.

9.10 CASE STUDY—HEAT FLOW AND ENVELOPE DESIGN
Orchards at Orenco

PROJECT BASICS

k

• Location: Hillsboro, Oregon, USA
• Latitude: 45.53 N; longitude: 122.94 W; elevation: 194 ft (60 m)
• Heating degree days: 4750 base 65∘ F
(2639 base 18.3∘ C); 280 base 65∘ F (156

base 18.3∘ C); annual precipitation: 43.5 in.
(1105 mm)
• Building type: Multifamily, affordable housing
• Floor area: Phase I: 42,584 ft2 [3956 m2 ]
treated ﬂoor area, 57 units; Phase 2:
58 units

k

Fig. 9.17 Orchards at Orenco, Phase 1, completed in 2015, opened as the largest certiﬁed passive house multifamily, affordable
housing project in the US. (© Casey Braunger, Ankrom Moisan Architects, Inc.)
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Fig. 9.18 Orchards at Orenco, Phase 2, completed in 2017, was precertiﬁed to the PHIUS+2105 Standard. (© Casey Braunger, Ankrom
Moisan Architects, Inc.)

k

• Completed: Phase I 2015; Phase II 2016
• Design team: Owner: REACH Community
Development; Ankrom Moisan Architects, Inc.
(architect of record); William Wilson Architects (Design Architect); Walsh Construction
Company (contractor); Phase I: Greenhammer/ Dylan Lamar (Certiﬁed Passive House
Consultant)

Background.
This project demonstrates the
successful implementation of affordable passive
building strategies and their scalability to a
large, multifamily, affordable housing project,
comparing optimized envelope designs from two
different passive housing certiﬁcations.
REACH Community Development, a
nonproﬁt affordable housing provider sought
to provide a comprehensive, sustainable model
for affordable living and purchased a vacant,
two-acre [8,094 m2 ] site in Hillsboro, Oregon,
to build 150 units. Affordability goals included
low rents and close proximity to work, but
also low monthly utility bills. The project is
intended to be convenient, transit-oriented, and
affordable. Completed in 2015, Phase I was

certiﬁed with PHIUS as the largest multifamily
Passive House development in the United States
(Fig. 9.18). Phase II, completed in 2016 (Fig. 9.19)
was precertiﬁed under the PHIUS+2015 Standard. Phase III, is currently under construction
(Fig. 9.20). The buildings are predicted to achieve
nearly 90% energy reduction for space heating
and 60–70% for overall energy use compared
to a comparable USGBC LEED building. REACH
installed the ImagineEnergy monitoring system
to track and improve upon tenants’ energy usage
habits.
Context. During Phase I of Orchards at Orenco,
the architects, contractors, and passive house
consultants embraced careful adherence and
intent to meet the meet stringent Passive House
requirements and criteria commonly achieved
in Europe. The unique challenges for this phase
were in the HVAC integration and minimization
of the thermal bridging in the enclosure. There
were many lessons learned by the design team in
this ﬁrst project of this scale in the U.S. Primary
strategies used in this project included continuous insulation, no thermal bridging, airtight
envelope, balanced heat recovery ventilation,
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Fig. 9.19 Orchards at Orenco plan showing three phases of development. (© Walker | Macy Landscape Architects.)
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9.20 (a) Orchards at Orenco Phase 1 construction of foundation and (b) envelope assembly (© Walsh Construction Company)

and optimized solar heat gains for heating during
the heating season and minimize overheating
during the cooling season. Just after completion of Phase I, the PHIUS+2015 climate-based
North American Passive Building Standard was
released and the Phase II project was designed
and pre-certiﬁed to the criteria of this standard.
Design Criteria and Validation. The criteria used
in Phases I and II are shown in Table 9.2. The
PHIUS+2015 passive building standard adjusts
annual heating and cooling demand and peak
heating and cooling loads. The source energy

demand is based on occupancy and air tightness
takes into account area of the envelope rather
than solely volumetrically.

DESIGN FEATURES
• Superinsulation and Hygrothermal Performance. Like the cutting-edge 1970s houses
from which the Passive House standard was
derived, certiﬁed buildings feature highly insulated envelopes, with typical wall assembly
R-values ranging from 35 to 55 Btu/hr
ft2 ∘ F (7–10 W/m2 K) and roof assembly
R-values ranging from 60 to 90 Btu/hr ft2 ∘ F
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Climate Zone
Annual Heating Demand
Annual Cooling Demand
Peak Heating Load
Peak Cooling Load
Source Energy Demand
Airtightness

k

Single Performance Target

PHIUS+2015 Passive Building Standard

NA
≤4.75 kBtu/ft2 yr (15 kWh/m2 yr)

ASHRAE Climate 4C; Portland/Hillsboro
5.1 kBtu/ft2 -iCFA yr
1 kBtu/ft2 -iCFA yr
3.7 Btu/ft2 -iCFA yr
3.9 Btu/ft2 -iCFA yr
≤ 6200 kWh/yr/person
≤ 0.05 cfm50 /ft2 or 0.08 cfm75 /ft2

≤3.17 Btu/hr ft2 or 0.93 W/ft2 (10 W/m2 )
≤38 kBtu/ft2 yr (120 kWh/m2 yr)
≤ 0.6 ACH50

(10–17 W/m2 K). Unlike their 1970s counterparts, however, modern enclosure assemblies
are carefully analyzed for their hygrothermal
performance to assess the degree of vapor
diffusion through the assembly.
The Phase 1 roof has 12 in. (305 mm) of
polyiso insulation, approximately three times
the amount required by code. Light color
reﬂects solar radiation and helps moderate the
building’s temperature. The foundation and
envelope enclosure, shown under construction in Fig. 9.21a, b and in the construction
detail (Fig. 9.22), show the reinforced concrete
perimeter foundation is wrapped with 4 in.
(102 mm) EPS insulation and the exterior wall
enclosure using 1.5 in. (38 mm) exterior insulation and 2 x 10 in. (38 x 235 mm) wall framing
ﬁlled with blown-in ﬁberglass insulation. In
Phase 2, the exterior wall uses dramatically
less material and insulation, 1 in. (25 mm)
mineral wool exterior insulation and 2 x 8 in.
(38 x 184 mm) wall framing, due to the newly,
revised climate-speciﬁc PHIUS+2105 criteria,
and careful cost-saving measures.
As the complexity of the assembly increases,
so must the rigor of its hygrothermal analysis.
Components must be thoughtfully organized
to reduce the potential for vapor condensation and accumulation, which is a precursor to
mold growth. At Orchards at Orenco, extensive
hygrothermal modeling was used to verify the
“vapor-open” nature of the assembly: While
the assembly is both airtight and highly thermally resistive, moisture is allowed to dry to
both sides.
• Air Sealing. One of many energy-saving
measures required of certiﬁed passive buildings

is a continuous air barrier. Great care (and
much tape) is required to ensure that the
“airtight layer,” which includes ﬂoor, walls,
and ceiling, remains free of both intentional
and unintentional holes.
Shown in Fig. 9.22, the primary layer for
airtightness is formed by 0.5 in. (12 mm)
plywood, carefully taped at its seams. This
layer is placed between the 2 x 10 in. (38 ×
235 mm) wall and the mineral wool. This
strategic placement protects the airtight layer
from weather and from occupant wear, and it
minimizes necessary service punctures to the
airtight layer, as the service cavity is placed in
the innermost. Meticulous detailing is provided
at the wall intersections, and at penetrations
such as windows, to insure continuity of the
air barrier system.
• Shading Devices. Shading devices that
allow the winter sun in, but block it in the
summer were placed on facades. This was a
particularly important element at the westand south-facing facades. Exterior shades
are one of the most critical components of
HVAC design and this very simple addition to
the façade design, will be seen through low
energy use and excellent thermal comfort.
• Heat Recovery Ventilators. In Phase I, three
rooftop mechanical penthouses (Fig. 9.23)
house the U.S.-made heat recovery ventilators
each serving 18 to 20 apartments (typical
duct layout for apartment, Fig. 9.24a, b) and
supply to some of the common areas. Rather
than designing a fully centralized system,
or a decentralized system with individual
HVAC units in each apartment, this grouped
approach provides a high degree of efﬁciency
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TABLE 9.2 Performance metrics and criteria for Orchards at Orenco Phase I using the single
target metric and Phase II using the climate-based standard for location in Portland/Hillsboro,
Oregon. (U.S. DOE, Climate-Speciﬁc Passive Building Standards.)
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FACE BRICK
AIR SPACE
1 1/2" [38 MM] MINERAL WOOL
WRB
1/2" [13 MM] PLYWOOD, ALL SEAMS TAPED
2X10 [38X235 MM] STUDS WITH BLOWN-IN
FIBERGLASS
VAPOR RETARDER
5/8" [16 MM] GYPSUM BOARD
SILL GASKET
18" [457 MM] SAM
VAPOR BARRIER
ADHERED TO BUTYL TAPE

12" [305 MM] SAM
METAL FLASHING

4" [102 MM] EPS

SAM OVER BRICK LEDGE

k

k

DRAIN ROCK

0

12"

0

300 mm

Fig. 9.21 An offset steel angle supports the brick wainscot with reduced thermal bridge effects. Wall construction with 10 in. (13 mm)
deep studs and two types of cladding: ﬁber cement panels and brick veneer. (Ankrom Moisan Architects, Inc., redrawn © Passive
House Details: Solutions for High Performance Design, Routledge, 2018.)

Fig. 9.22 Left: Penthouse location houses an ERV and heat pump inline with the supply air trunk line that carries fresh air to the
apartments and common areas. Right: Ventilation air is routed through the space above the third-ﬂoor corridor. (© Walsh Construction
Company)
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ENERGY
RECOVER
VENTILATOR

Heat
Pump

(a)

k

k
H-2

C-2

H-1

H-1

H-1, H-2: 50 cfm @ 6X6 (24 L/s @ 152X152 mm)
C-2: 50 cfm (24 L/s)

50 cfm (24 L/s) supply air per bedroom
(b)

Fig. 9.23 (a) Heating and partial cooling using an energy recovery ventilator (ERV) and heat pump; (b) mechanical layout for supply to
bedrooms and exhaust from the bathroom in a typical 2-bedroom apartment. (© PAE Consulting Engineers, Inc.)
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Fig. 9.24 Display shows comparative energy use by unit and for the entire building, located near the mailboxes and lobby in the
Orchards at Orenco, Phase I Project. (© Casey Braunger, Ankrom Moisan Architects, Inc.)

while simplifying distribution and likely cutting
down on maintenance needs. Heat recovery
ventilators use the energy from kitchens and bathrooms exhaust air to warm the fresh incoming
air, to be supplied to the bedrooms.
• High Performance Windows. The team
chose to use equipment from the Loren Cook
Company—a North American manufacturer—
due in part to cost considerations, but also
based to a signiﬁcant degree on the mechanical contractor’s prior experience with that
manufacturer’s products. The windows are
PVC-ﬁberglass hybrid window frames with
argon-ﬁlled triple pane glazing and operate
with a tilt-turn, European-style movement.
• Performance Data: Precertiﬁcation was
applied for to the Passive House Institute US
(PHIUS). The project used PHIUS+ Rater and
Earth Advantage, to perform on-site inspections and blower door testing. Final certiﬁcation
occurred at the end of construction after the
ﬁnal blower door test and commissioning
of the heat recovery ventilators. An energy
tracking system records the performance of

each unit and display the results in the lobby
(Fig. 9.25). Building entry and common spaces
(Fig.9.26) were oriented to respond to urban
design cues such as the light rail. (PHIUS Case
Study, Orchards at Orenco: Phase I).

Awards
• 2015 Oregon Opportunity Golden Hammer
Award for Best Overall Project
• 2015 Passive House Institute U S (PHIUS)
Building Project Competition – Best Overall
Project and the Best Affordable Housing
Project awards for Orchards at Orenco
• 2015 Portland Business Journal Better Bricks
“Sustainable Project of the Year”
• 2015 World Architecture News (WAN) Sustainable Buildings
• Award of Merit Green Project: Orchards at
Orenco, ENR Northwest, December 10, 2015
• People’s Choice category–First Place; Private
Buildings Category Honorable Mention; High
Performance Building Award–Top Choice.
Oregon Daily Journal of Commerce Top
Projects, May 5, 2016
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Fig. 9.25 Common space and kitchen areas area spacious and designed to balance daylighting and electric lighting. (© Casey
Braunger, Ankrom Moisan Architects, Inc.)

FURTHER INFORMATION

Passive House Institute U.S. (PHIUS). http://www
.phius.org/home-page
Passivehaus Institut (PHI). http://passivehouse
.com
PHIUS Case Study, Orchards at Orenco: Phase I.
http://www.phius.org/phius-certiﬁcation-forbuildings-products/case-studies/orchards-atorenco-phase-i
PHIUS+2015: Passive Building Standard—North
America: Climate-speciﬁc performance targets
and map. http://www.phius.org/phius-2015-newpassive-building-standard-summary
Steffen, Mike, “The Largest Passivhaus Building
in the U.S.” Green Building Advisor Guest Blogs,

Posted November 13, 2014. Http://Www.Green
buildingadvisor.Com/Blogs/Dept/Guest-Blogs/
Largest-Passivhaus-Building-Us
Steffen, Mike, “Mechanical and Electrical Systems
at the Orchards at Orenco Project,” Green
Building Advisor Guest Blogs, Posted August 17,
2016. Http://www.Greenbuildingadvisor.Com/
Blogs/Dept/Guest-Blogs/Mechanical-AndElectrical-Systems-Orchards-Orenco-Project
U.S. Department of Energy, National Renewable
Energy Laboratory, Climate-Speciﬁc Passive
Building Standards, DOE/GO-102015–4679,
prepared by Graham S. Wright and Katrin
Klingenberg, July 2015. https://www.nrel.gov/
docs/fy15osti/64278.pdf
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Appendix H provides excerpts from three influential high‐performance building design standards
and guidelines. The excerpts include:

r
r
r

A sample of the prescriptive envelope requirements from ASHRAE Standard 90.1 (nonresidential buildings)
A sample of recommendations from the 50%
Advanced Energy Design Guide for Small to Medium
Office Buildings
The scorecard (criteria set) for LEED certification
of new buildings (version 4)

The ASHRAE standards/guidelines and LEED
criteria are continuously being updated. The intent
of these excerpts is not to provide the most current
information, but rather to show the general format
by which such design requirements are conveyed.
EXAMPLE 7.7 A two‐story medical office building
is being designed for Indianapolis, Indiana. What
are the maximum permissible U‐factors (and other
envelope characteristics) for such a building in this
location?
SOLUTION
Refer to Appendix B for climate data and to Appendix H (Table H.1) for sample provisions of ASHRAE
Standard 90.1‐2013.
• Climate: Indianapolis, Indiana: HDD65: 5615
(SI: HDD18 = 3119); CDD50: 3453 (SI: CDD10
= 1918). Indianapolis is in Climate Zone 5. (HDD
and CDD values, as well as Climate Zone, can
be obtained from Standard 90.1 or another data
resource.)
These benchmark climate indicators (heating and
cooling degree days: HDD and CDD, respectively)
can be used to establish which set of prescriptive
requirements in Standard 90.1 apply to a building

in Indianapolis (or the map in Standard 90.1 can be
used for the same purpose). Within the applicable
climate zone data set (in this case, only Zone 5 information is shown in Table H.1), note that one of the
labeled columns of design values applies to a nonresidential (for this example, an office) building, while
the other columns apply to other building contexts.
• Roof: maximum U‐factor: 0.027 (SI: 0.153),
assuming a roof/attic construction as typical of
this type of building
• Frame walls: If wood framed, the maximum
U‐factor is 0.064 (SI: 0.36); if steel framed, the
maximum U‐factor is also 0.064 (SI: 0.36).
Looking at the Above Grade Wall data shows
that the U‐factor requirements vary with the type
of construction (ranging from 0.064 to 0.090). This
“flexibility” in performance requirements reflects
the fact that Standard 90.1 is a consensus document attempting to satisfy many constituencies,
and that it is not based on scientific absolutes or
idealized efficiencies.

• Floor (assuming wood‐framed, over a crawl
space): maximum U‐factor: 0.033 (SI: 0.187)

• Opaque doors: maximum U‐factor: 0.70 (SI: 4.0),
assuming swinging doors
Doors are a substantial weak link in the thermal
envelope resistance but are usually a small percentage of the overall wall area.

• Windows: If operable windows constitute 25%
of the wall area (or even up to 40%), their maximum U‐factor is 0.35 (SI: 1.98), and the maximum SHGC is 0.40.
Compare the minimum acceptable (“code‐
minimum”) envelope properties outlined here with
the recommended properties given in Table H.2—
which contains excerpts from the 50% Advanced
Energy Design Guide for offices.
■

7.10 CASE STUDY—HEAT FLOW AND ENVELOPE DESIGN

This section presents three case study projects, including a multifamily housing project, a school, and a
commercial office retrofit. The projects demonstrate
both the successful implementation of many Passive
House strategies and their scalability and versatility
across climate zones and beyond newly constructed,
single‐family detached dwellings.

Background. The Passive House standard is commonly regarded as one of the most stringent energy
standards in the world. Applicable to both residential and commercial building types, the standard
seeks to improve occupant comfort while simultaneously minimizing building energy use. Certified
buildings regularly achieve a 90% baseline energy

CASE STUDY—HEAT FLOW AND ENVELOPE DESIGN

reduction and can typically achieve net‐zero source
energy with the integration of a relatively small
supplementary renewable energy system. Certified
buildings are superinsulated and very airtight, such
that they can rely almost exclusively on internal and
solar gains for heating. Per the standard, indoor air
quality must be well maintained, typically through
the use of a heat recovery ventilator (HRV) or
energy recovery ventilator (ERV), which supplies a
constant volume of fresh outdoor air.
It is important to emphasize the suitability of
the Passive House approach beyond single‐family,
residential construction. While most commonly
applied to single‐family dwellings, the principles can
be successfully implemented across a range of project types and building scales. To better reflect this
versatility, “Passive House” may undergo a name
change (time will tell). For the sake of clarity, projects are referred to as “Passive House buildings,” to
emphasize that the standard can be broadly applied.
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THE CENTER FOR ENERGY EFFICIENT DESIGN (CEED)
PROJECT BASICS
t -PDBUJPO3PDLZ.PVOU 7JSHJOJB 64"
t -BUJUVEF/MPOHJUVEF8FMFWBtion: 1232 ft (376 m)
t )FBUJOH EFHSFF EBZT  CBTF ¡' 
base 18.5°C); cooling degree days: 4158 base
50°F (2309 base 10°C); annual precipitation:
41 in. (1042 mm)
t #VJMEJOHUZQF,oFEVDBUJPOBMGBDJMJUZ
t 'MPPSBSFBGU2 (284 m2)
t $PNQMFUFE
t %FTJHO UFBN 4USVDUVSFT %FTJHO#VJME BSDIJtects, contractor, Certified Passive House
Consultant)

Context. "T UIF GJSTU 1BTTJWF )PVTFoDFSUJGJFE
public school in the U.S., the Center for Energy
Efficient Design [CEED] was built to teach. Incorporated into a building‐specific curriculum,
Design Intent. Among the most notable character- CEED serves as a demonstration of environmenistics of the Passive House standard is its simulta- tal science and design principles for middle‐ and
neous simplicity and rigor. The standard has four high‐school students. Additionally, the building
is open to interested designers, builders, and
primary requirements:
homeowners as a showcase of successfully intet )FBUJOH FOFSHZ VTF NVTU CF MFTT UIBO  grated energy‐efficient design strategies. ConkBtu/ft2 per year (15 kWh/m2 per year).
tinuous, real‐time building monitoring allows
t 5IFQFBLIFBUMPBENVTUCFMFTTUIBO8GU2 students to understand relationships between
per hour (10 W/m2).
design, occupant behavior, and immediate envit "JSMFBLBHFNVTUCFMFTTUIBOBJSDIBOHFT ronmental impact.
per hour (ACH), measured at 50 pascals.
t 5PUBM QSJNBSZ TPVSDF  FOFSHZ VTF NVTU CF MFTT KEY DESIGN FEATURES
than 38 kBtu/ft2 per year (120 kWh/m2 per year).
Massing. A simple form both minimizes buildIn addition to these energy criteria, designers ing footprint and reduces building surface area,
must meet several equally challenging thermal thereby reducing heat transfer through the buildcomfort requirements. These aim to maintain a JOH FOWFMPQF *O HFOFSBM  1BTTJWF )PVTFoDFSUJGJFE
constant and comfortable ambient temperature buildings rely on low‐surface‐area forms to minithroughout the building and to reduce radiant mize envelope heat loss and infiltration. Any
asymmetry by maintaining a minimum difference bump‐outs and façade articulations are careof 7.6F° (4.2C°) between all surface temperatures fully considered and optimized for solar control.
and the ambient air temperature.
Depending on climate, building massing is optiDesigners must also specify glazing elements mized for passive solar heating.
and mechanical systems that meet minimum PasEmploying classic passive solar design prinsive House performance criteria, and the project ciples, CEED’s compact shape, strategic siting,
team must verify the building’s airtightness on‐ and heavily glazed south façade capitalize on
site several times throughout the construction the heating benefits of the winter sun. Shown
process—typically immediately after the envelope in Fig. 7.17, a permanent trellis system shades
is finished, again before the interior walls are put these south‐facing windows from summer solar
in, and finally upon completion of the building.
heat gain.
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Fig. 7.17 CEED’s expanse of south‐facing glazing takes advantage of winter solar heat gain. This and other passive strategies enabled
this public school to reach net‐zero‐source energy through the addition of a small renewable energy system. (© Structures Design/
Build LLC; used with permission.)

Mechanical Systems. Mechanical systems in PasTJWF)PVTFoDFSUJGJFECVJMEJOHTBSFDIBSBDUFSJ[FECZ
their simplicity and efficiency. A small heat recovery ventilator (HRV) or energy recovery ventilator (ERV) is the most commonly used system to
provide thermal comfort and a constant supply of
fresh outdoor air. In residential buildings, air is typically supplied to living spaces and exhausted from
kitchen and bathroom spaces; the ERV or HRV is
centrally placed to minimize duct runs.
The mechanical systems at CEED address an
interesting challenge common to nonresidential
buildings: how to efficiently provide adequate air
supply to variable‐occupancy spaces. Challenged
by limited U.S. equipment availability and Virginia’s
mixed humid climate, the design team implemented
a two‐stage variable speed ERV system. ERV intake
air is first heated, cooled, or dehumidified using a
water‐to‐air heat exchanger; this heat exchanger
can circulate either solar hot water or brine from a
passive ground loop. Stage two, a ground‐source
heat pump, is used for periods of higher occupancy,
when additional cooling is required.

Validation. CEED is continuously monitored. Sensors measure wind speed, indoor and outdoor
temperatures, relative humidity, solar panel and
wind turbine performance, ground-source heat
pump performance, CO2 levels, and rainwater harvesting performance. The data, which are shown
in Fig. 7.18, are shared publicly as a component of
the school’s mission in environmental education.
A thermal comfort survey, which was administered one year after occupancy, demonstrated
overwhelming satisfaction with the building’s
indoor environmental quality: 0% of respondents
reported dissatisfaction in all assessed categories,
which included dry‐bulb and radiant temperatures, humidity, air speed, and air and lighting
quality.

GLASSWOOD
PROJECT BASICS
t -PDBUJPO1PSUMBOE 0SFHPO 64"
t -BUJUVEF/MPOHJUVEF8FMFWBtion: 39 ft (12 m)
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CEED 2010–2011 Energy Usage
35,000
31,632
30,000

kWh/year

25,000
68%
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10,000
5,000
0

Standard Building

Fig. 7.18 Post‐occupancy energy monitoring data measured at the Center for Energy Efficient Design in Rocky Mount, VA.
(© Structures Design/Build; used with permission.)

t )FBUJOH EFHSFF EBZT  CBTF ¡' 
base 18.5°C); cooling degree days: 2790 base
50°F (1548 base 10°C); annual precipitation:
36 in. (914 mm)
t #VJMEJOHUZQF$PNNFSDJBM
t 'MPPSBSFBGU2 (130 m2)
t $PNQMFUFE
t %FTJHO UFBN 4DPUU &EXBSET "SDIJUFDUVSF
(architects); Hammer & Hand (contractor, Certified Passive House Consultant)
Context. Glasswood, the first Passive House commercial retrofit project in the United States, brings energy

(a)

performance to a 1916 building on the east side of
Portland. The project’s Passive House potential was
clear from the start, as the framing was essentially
the only usable component of the existing building.
Through reconstruction of the building’s envelope,
the design team sought to preserve the historic
aesthetic of the building while providing a modern,
high‐performance update to the materials and construction. The two‐story building houses offices on
the upper floor and a restaurant on the first. While
the thermal comfort and energy efficiency of both
floors of the building were drastically upgraded, only
the top floor pursued Passive House certification.

(b)

Fig. 7.19 A comparison of before (a) and after (b). Glasswood’s Passive House retrofit shows the preservation of the façade design
and historic aesthetic. (© Hammer & Hand; used with permission.)
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KEY DESIGN FEATURES
Superinsulation and Hygrothermal Performance.
Like the cutting-edge 1970s houses from which
the Passive House standard was derived, certified
buildings feature highly insulated envelopes, with
typical wall assembly R‐values ranging from 35 to
55 Btu/hr ft2 ¡' o 8N2 K) and roof assembly R‐values ranging from 60 to 90 Btu/hr ft2 °F
oø8N2 K). Unlike their 1970s counterparts,
however, modern enclosure assemblies are carefully analyzed for their hygrothermal performance
to assess the degree of vapor diffusion through
the assembly.
Shown under construction in Fig. 7.20,
Glasswood’s existing 2×4 (50 × 100 mm) wood
stud wall was upgraded to a 12‐inch (305 mm)
double‐stud framing system. The second stud
wall was built inboard of the existing framing
and serves as a service cavity. A 2‐inch (50 mm)
layer of EPS foam outboard of the existing framing supplements the thermal resistance achieved
by the cellulose in the two wall cavities.
As the complexity of the assembly increases,
so must the rigor of its hygrothermal analysis.
Components must be thoughtfully organized
to reduce the potential for vapor condensation
and accumulation, which is a precursor to mold
growth. In Glasswood, extensive hygrothermal
modeling was used to verify the “vapor‐open”
nature of the assembly: While the assembly is both
airtight and highly thermally resistive, moisture is
allowed to dry to both sides.
Air Sealing. One of many energy‐saving measures
SFRVJSFE PG 1BTTJWF )PVTFoDFSUJGJFE CVJMEJOHT JT B
continuous air barrier. Great care (and much tape)
is required to ensure that the “airtight layer,”
which includes floor, walls, and ceiling, remains
free of both intentional and unintentional holes.
Shown in Fig. 7.21, Glasswood’s airtight
layer is formed by 0.5 in. (12 mm) OSB, which is
carefully taped at its seams. This layer is placed
between the two 2×4 (50 × 100 mm) stud walls.
This strategic placement protects the airtight layer
from weather and from occupant wear, and it
minimizes necessary service punctures to the airtight layer, as the service cavity is placed in the
innermost stud wall.
Energy monitoring in Glasswood reveals
the importance of controlling plug loads. A

circuit‐by‐circuit energy monitor was installed; the
real‐time feedback allowed occupants to keep
wasteful loads in check and remain below their
targeted annual energy use.
Thermal comfort studies were equally revealing. The original design did not include external sunshades, which resulted in excessive solar
heat gain during the shoulder seasons. Rather
than relying on the mechanical system to maintain comfortable temperatures, as the original
design prescribed, the occupants installed external
shades on the south‐facing façade. The experience
proved educational for the office occupants, who
are building science professionals themselves; one
occupant reports, “I think exterior shades are one
of the most critical components of HVAC design.”

Fig. 7.20 A construction phase photo of Glasswood reveals the
outermost 2×4 (50 × 100 mm), cellulose‐filled stud wall before
construction of the airtight layer. (© Hammer & Hand; used with
permission.)

Fig. 7.21 Glasswood’s airtight layer is made of 0.5‐in. (12 mm)
tiled OSB sheets, whose seams are carefully sealed with tape.
The airtight layer was placed between the two stud walls for
protection. (© Hammer & Hand; used with permission.)
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After this very simple modification to the initial
façade design, occupants report very high persistence of thermal comfort with a low energy use.

STELLAR APARTMENTS
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t $MJFOU 4U 7JODFOU EF 1BVM 4PDJFUZ PG -BOF
County
t %FTJHO UFBN #FSHTVOE %FMBOFZ "SDIJUFDUVSF
(architects), Meili Construction (contractor),
SOLARC (energy consulting), Ecobuilding Collaborative of Oregon (energy consulting)

PROJECT BASICS
t -PDBUJPO&VHFOF 0SFHPO 64"
t -BUJUVEF  / MPOHJUVEF  8
elevation: 357 ft (109 m)
t )FBUJOH EFHSFF EBZT  CBTF ¡' 
base 18.5°C); cooling degree days: 2519 base
50°F (1402 base 10°C); annual precipitation:
46 in. (1168 mm)
t #VJMEJOHUZQF.VMUJGBNJMZIPVTJOH
t 'MPPSBSFBGPSCVJMEJOHUZQF VOJUTCVJMEJOH 
5626 ft2 (523 m2); 5069 ft2 (471 m2) conditioned floor area for Passive House building
type
t $PNQMFUFE"VHVTU

Context. The Stellar Apartments, a 54‐unit affordable housing complex just west of downtown
Eugene, Oregon, seeks to provide occupant thermal comfort and energy performance without the
commonly associated rent premiums. Each of the
complex’s 12 buildings complies with the Earth
Advantage Certification, but one building reaches
further, targeting Passive House certification.
Though the ambitious energy targets required by
each of the standards raised the project’s first cost,
the choice to proceed was fairly easy for the client.
Utility costs are rising faster than rental costs for
consumers; thus, enhanced energy performance

Fig. 7.22 The front elevation of the Stellar Apartments, a portion of an affordable housing project that was built to the Passive House
standard, features strategically placed and responsibly shaded windows. (© Bergsund Delaney Architecture and Planning; used with
permission.)
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reduces the monthly financial burden for low‐
income tenants.

KEY DESIGN FEATURES
High‐Performance Components. Envelope components in a Passive House building must meet minimum performance thresholds; these are informed
both by energy considerations and by thermal
comfort criteria, which limit the allowable U‐values
of glazed components.
The Stellar Apartments Passive House building envelope components are no exception. The
U‐values of the European tilt‐turn windows are
considerably lower than those of the glazing systems specified in the Earth Advantage buildings
in the complex (and at a price). The higher performance reduces conductive/convective heat loss
and radiant temperature asymmetry caused by
cold glazing surfaces. While high‐quality components typically have higher first costs, the payback
periods are often relatively short. Furthermore,
increased adoption of more rigorous building
practices will only reduce prices and increase
domestic availability of higher‐performance
components.
Thermal‐Bridge‐Free Detailing. More so than perhaps any other standard, Passive House design
and construction require meticulous attention to
detail. Careful detailing and construction of joints
and attachment points minimize both thermal

(a)

bridging and air infiltration. Figures 7.23 and 7.24
show window details from different buildings in
the Stellar Apartment complex. The comparison
illustrates the rigor of the Passive House approach
relative to a somewhat‐better‐than‐business‐as‐
usual construction. The thermal breaks and layers of tape found in the Passive House detail are
common, relatively inexpensive detailing modifications that improve thermal resistance and airtightness of connection points, as in the example
shown.
Validation. Energy performance information was
unavailable at the time of publication, as construction was just reaching completion. The local utility has provided $20,000 to St. Vincent de Paul
to support post‐occupancy energy monitoring of
two of the buildings in the Stellar complex (one
Passive House building and one Earth Advantage
building). The buildings will be monitored for a
minimum of one year.
At the time of publication, the project team
was performing the requisite post‐construction
blower door test. Results showed an airtightness
of 0.50 ACH50, below the 0.6 ACH50 required
of the Passive House standard. Tests of the Earth
Advantage comparison building showed substantially higher air leakage.
Each of these projects relied on extensive
energy modeling to meet certification criteria. Feedback from the Passive House Planning

(b)

Fig. 7.23 A comparison of the windowsill details of the Passive House building (a) and the Earth Advantage building (b) at the Stellar
Apartments. (© Bergsund Delaney Architecture and Planning; used with permission.)
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Fig. 7.24 A comparison of window assemblies of the Stellar Apartments’ Passive House–certified building (a) to those of a noncertified
building in the same complex (b) reveals the significantly thicker walls and advanced window assemblies typical of Passive
Houses. (© Alison Kwok, all rights reserved.)

Package [PHPP], an Excel‐based energy modeler,
is often used as a design driver in Passive House
design development, allowing project teams to
understand the energy (and certification) implications of various design iterations. PHPP’s accuracy
has been verified by corroborating field measurements across a range of climate zones and building types.
Many Passive House design teams will
supplement the PHPP with WUFI, a dynamic
hygrothermal‐modeling tool, and with THERM,
which analyzes two‐dimensional heat transfer
through building details. In 2013, the developers of WUFI created WUFI Passive, an integrated energy modeler designed specifically for
the Passive House standard, which combines
the capabilities of the static PHPP model with
those of the dynamic WUFI model to create a
streamlined and more convenient Passive House
modeling tool.
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